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Dog-gone· good
Film alumni makes it
· to Hollywood thanks
to Marl~y -SEE NEWS,A2

New men's golf coach looking to
bring work ethic to UCF. SEESPORTS,A6

'

CRIME

WOMAN STEALS
CAR IN A

BIKINI

Police ip Mississippi say a woman
was c.arjacked by a bikini-clad
suspect, they say later tried to rob a
RV dealership.The suspect
approached the woman in her
drivewar, stole her car,
drove to the
dealership where
she told employees
she had a gun and
demanded
money.They
didn't believe her
daim and restrained
her until officers
arrived.
-l

'

TRUCKS

.

Students receive their white coats
Ceremony to be held on Monday·
VIRGINIA KIDDY
News Editor

UCF's first' medical students will don white coats
in a ceremony Monday wel. coming them into the medical profession.
·
The ceremony cqincides
with the students' rrrsf day
of classes.
Each student received a
full scholarship of $160,000
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RAMI ROTLEWla / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

President John C. Hitt speaks at UCF's mediail school about the upcoming White Coat.Ceremony on Monday afternoon.
Richard Crotty, mayor of Orange County, and Buddy Dyer, mayor of Orlando, declared Aug. 3 White Coat Day to show support.

Uncover Thursd y

MAN SAVED BY
ACOCOON OF
AMaine rescue department
volunteer struck by a monster truck
at amud race avoided serious
injuries thanks to a cocoon of mud
The driver lost control of her truck
when the throttle became stuck.The
EMT sank so far into the mud that
only his face was showing, and the
truck's 35-inch tires passed on either
side of him.

to cover all costs during the
four years of med school.
The students will have a
chance to meet the community donors responsible for
their scholarships for the
rrrst time at the White Coat
Ceremony.
Katherine Ferstadt, a
i::picro and molecular biology graduate, was the first

It's all the good things about Warped Tour (i.e. music and fun) without the heat.

-

SEE VARIETY, AS

Breaking
news on
your cell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
PHOTOS BY ASHLEY CARNIFAX / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

LEARN TO TAKE TESTS
AWAY FROM BEING
MULTIPLE (HOICE
Professors can learn about the
many possibilities there are when
creating tests in a workshop, such
as including short answer and
calculations Thursday from noon
to 1 p.m. in Classroom Building 1.

Plu:

The best and worst of summer 2009 mlture
From awful reality television to the personal lives of celebrities, the Futu(e
goes back to relive the most memorable moments from this crazy summer.

(S00) Days ofSummer a delightful love flick
' ,Joseph Gordon-Levitt and Zooey Deschanel star in
the romantic comedy that premieres tomorrow.
Read our interview with the sweet actors.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

SUSPECTS NAMED IN .
ATTEMPTED TRUCK
ROBBERY
Police have identified the suspect
in last week's robbery attempt of
an armored truck that ended with
one suspect being killed at the
scene. The other two suspects fled
but were found by police.

Card g;nne reinforces medic training Water tower
to
.
New project puts sav·ing lives in the cards
MELISSA CHADBOURNE
Staff Writer

SPACE SHUTTLE
INSPECTED AHEAD OF
LANDING
\

Space shuttle Endeavour's
astronauts are inspecting thrir
ship to make sure it's safe for
Friday's landing.The astronauts
used a laser-tipped boom to check
for damage.
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The U.S. Army is work.ing with UCF to design .a
card game to help combat
medics memorize life-saving techniques.
. "The research question
is, 'Can we effectively
train and use some of the
training downtime for
combat medics to
help reinforce some
of the key life-saving processes that
they need to know
perfectly?"'
said
David Metcalf of 1ST,
principle investigator
for the project. "That's
the goal of what we're
doing."
·
The
U.S.
Army
Research, Development
and Engineering Command, Simulation and
TI.-aining Technology Cen-

ter, (RDECOM-STTC),
has teamed up with the
UCF Institute of Simulation and TI.-aining on the
project.
The object of the card
game is to test medics' and
nurses' knowledge of
medical techniques
that are

used in the first hour of an
injury or incident that are
vital to saving lives.
"These are process
steps around what's called
the 'golden hour' ,where
certain treatments can
save people's lives,'' MetPLEASE SEE

SAMPLE ON A4

cut energy costs
BILLiE HARTL
Staff Writer

UCF is continuing its
energy
conservation
efforts with the installation of a thermal energy
storage facility on the
north side of cam.pus by
the Nicholson School of
Communication.
The facility will be
operational by the end of
September.
"We put this on the
[Public Education Capital
Outlay] list about four
years ago," said David
:til'orvell,
director
of
sustainability & energy
management. "The way
that works is you request
so many years in advance,
and then you may or may
not be granted
the
money."

The facility, which cost
$3 million to build, will
save the university about
$685,000 a year in energy
costs,
according
to
Norve ll.
"We spend about $14
million a year on electricity at UCF,'' Norvell said. •
"So it's over a million dollars a month on our electric bill."
According to Norvell,
UCF essentially pays two
different prices for electricity, depending on the
time of day.
·
During the summer,
there is a peak rate
between 1 p.m. · and 10
p.m., because the electric
company's ability to make
power is virtually at
capacity.
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Learn new ways to test

,Uturt

Professors can learn
about the many possibilities there are when creating tests in a workshop
Thursday from noon to 1
p.m. in room 207 of Classroom Building 1.
They will learn the
many ways to .take tests
away from being strictly
multiple choice, including
calculations, fill in the
blank, jumbled, matching
and short answer.
For more information
contact Kevin Yee at 407823-3544

1he Student Newspaper1ft IJ(f since 1968

July 30, 2009
Vol 41, Issue 65 • 12 Pages
The Centro/ Flotfdo /iJtute Is the independent student·
written new,paper at the Univefsity or Central Florida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessan~those ofthe editorialstaff
or the Universil)' administration. AH content~ property
of theCentro/FloridaFuture and may notbe reprinted In
part or in wholeWithout permissionfrom the publish..-.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Suspects named in attempted armored truck robbery
, MIAMI - Police have
identified the suspects in
last
week's
robbery
attempt of an armored
truck that ended with one
suspect being killed at the
scene in Miami.
Police· say. 26-year-old
Wytrone Marhom and 25year-old Willie Woods Jr.
were charged with second-degree
murder,
armed burglary with a
firearm and armed burglary to an occupied conveyance. They were
denied bond and were
being held Wednesday at a
detention {:enter.
Police say the armed
suspects tried to rol:? an
armored truck stopped at
a health center. ~ firefight
ensued between the suspects and another group.
Police ,would not identify
that group.
The third suspect, 37year-old Thomas Greene,
was shot and killed during
the robbery attempt. The
other two fled the clinic
but were found by police
in a nearby neighborhood.

Astronauts inspect space ·
shuttle ahead of landing
CAPE CANAVERAL - .
Space shuttle Endeavour's
astronauts are inspecting
their ship to make sure it's
· safe for Friday's landing.
The survey of the
wings and nose, being
conducted Wednesday
morning, is standard
before a shuttle returns to
Earth. NASA wants to
m·a ke sure Endeavour's
heat shield was not
pierced by micrometeorites or space junk during
its two weeks in orbit. The
astronauts used a lasertipped boom to check for
damage.
Endeavour and its crew
of seven left the international space station Tues• day.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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COURTESYlEE CIPOLLA

Lee Cipolla works on the set of 11 movie. Cipolla was accepted to the UCF's film program in 2003. He knew he wanted to study film since high school.
Gpolla worked on the set ofMarley & Me and went on to release two of his own independently produced films with Lionsgate Home Entertainment.
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Lights, camera; coffee!
Former UCF film major Lee
Cipolla first realized what he
wanted to do with his life in high
school - he wanted to work in

film.
Cipolla went from studying
film at UCF, to working on the set
of Marley. & Me carrying coffee,
to releasing two of his own films
with Lionsgate Home Entertainment.
The Central Florida Future
recently had the chance to speak
with Cipolla about his journey
from the Student Union to Hollywood and the experiences along
the way.

Central Florida Future: First
of all, what made you decide to
pursue film while you were here
atUCF?
Lee Cipolla: I was accepted ·
into the UCF film program in
2003, and I knew I wanted to
study film since freshman year in
high school. UC F's , reputation
was that it was an up-and-coming
program. There were some wellknown people rum;ung the pro• gram. It also had a good location.
It was close to Disney, Universal
· and only a few hours from Miami
CFF: Looking back on YOU!
time in the film program at UCF,
do you feel you were adequately
prepared for the film industry?
Cipolla: At UCF, a lot of focus
is put on the importance of storytelling, which, of course, is what a
movie.is. It's a story. Right off the
bat, we were put into.Foundations
of ~tory classes with Lori Ingle,
Screenwriting with Barry Sandler, and we were shown hundreds of ftlms.
I can't tell you how important
all of that is - learning story,
learning how to write a story in
film format, and then studying
the most successful films of all
time.
At the time that I attended,
they were always screening
movies constantly: morning, day
and night, midnight, weekends,
holidays. If you were on campus,
something was playing. I loved
that. Professors working overtime. When I was here, I ,t ried to
fake full advantage of that. That
meant skipping out on parties and
social life a lot. But when you love
movi!'!s, and you love making
them then it really isn't a sacrifice.
, It's kind of a dream come true.

CFF: How did you land the job
on the set of Marley & Me? What
exactly did you do on that set?
Cipolla: I worked as a production assistant on movies and commercials for many years after film
school It was a means to get by. ,

Gary Sales, who is a director in

Miami, got me my first job in the
industry. Being a PA is extremely
tedious work, and to be honest, I
was horrible at it. I would always
make mistakes. I would mess up
orders, deliver the wrong papers
to the wrong person, I even
dropped my walkie in the toilet
one time. I was a disaster. It still
amazes me to this day that I never
got fired. But I did stop getting
called for a while.
Now, when Marley and Me
was doing pre-production, a lot of
crew had already been assigned
to the TV series Bum Notice, so
they probably had no cJ:ioice but
to call me. By this, though, I was
decent, and my time on Marley
and Me was great. The director,
David Frankel, is good friends
wiµi the a forementioned Gary
Sales. And I actually had P.Nd on
some of his other projects. Everyone on set loved him. He's a great
leader and a great person. I tried
to learn as much as I could from
him. It was also during the Marley
and
Me
period
that
, Grindstone/Lionsgate agreed to
buy the ftlms. So it was a whirlwind of a time but all very exciting. I was a set PA. which is you
do a lot of running around, delivering paperwork from the office
to the set, locking up locations,
organizing hundreds of extras,
moving equipment. After the first
week, I started preparing meals ·
for the director and producers. So
you do all sorts of stuff.

CFF: OK, so all the UCF students are going to want to know,
did you meet Jennifer Aniston?
What about Owen Wilson? Were
they both extremely professional?
Did they have any quirks?
Cipolla: Yes and Yes. On such
a big set, with S'1Ch high profile
celebrities, there are hundreds of
crew members running around,
and it's pretty chaotic at times.
There is hlways J?aparazzi hoarding about, trying to get a snapshot. I remember when we were
filming on a beach, some guy had
dressed in full camouflage and
hid in a bush to take pies. It was
crazy. As an aspiring filmmaker, I
get more starstruck around _the
filmmaker. So being around
David Frankel, producers Karen
Rosenfelt, Joe Caracciolo and Gil
Netter always made it surreal for
me. So I spent most ~f my time
trying to be around them. But Jen
and Owen are extremely easygoing people. Quirks?Hmnim, nothing specific. From what I saw, Jen
joked around a lot, always smiling
and joshing around, but it was
genuine.

. CFF: Do you have any cool

stories about any of the stars of
the cast?
Cipolla: Nothing specific, but
it is a lot of fun traveling around
to different parts of the country
and filming. When we shot in
South Beach, there were huge
crowds of people trying to get' to
the stars. It got pretty insane, but
[nobody] was injured.

CFF: Would you a.t tribute ·
your Marley & Me time to your
success releasing two of your
ftlms with Lionsgate?
Cipolla: Yes, traveling to
Pennsylvania with the crew, being
able to share the news with the
filmmakers was a bit ofheaven on
earth. Working those long, hard
hours was a good test on how
much I really loved doing this.
CFF: Some people say you
have to work your way up in this
industry, did that theory ring true
for you?
Cipolla: I have a very long
way to go, but in this small
achievement, hard work and
focus rang more true than anything.
CFF: Did you find the industry
to be as cutthroat as it has been
_portrayed?
Cipolla: It all depends who
you are dealing with. Some people are nice, others are not. You
have to surround yourself with
good people.
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CFF: What is it like releasing
your ftlms with Lionsgate Home
Entertainment, only a handful of
years out ofUCF's film program?
Cipolla: Still on cloud nine.
Never expected a company like
Lionsgate would release them,
though I certainly daydreamed
about it a lot. It's acfually a huge
retie£ A good part of those years
after film school were SJ;)ent
working on these movies. When
you invest so much time and
energy into getting movies made,
it only adds on to the anxiety of
them getting sold, and it's thankless sometimes too. But I got the
call on my 25th birthday and it felt
like so much weight had been lifted off my shoulders. But right
now, I feel inspired to work harder.
CFF: Do you have any tips for
future UCF film graduates?
Cipolla: Don't take things too
seriously. Have fun with making
movies. If someone does not like
your work. don't take it personal.
Listen to why they don't like it.
Use it as advice to make your
project better. Remember that
you and your work are separated
Watch movies - a lot of them.

RayB@KnightNewspapers.com

•

Fax: 407-447-4556
Published bY, Knight Newspapers
11825 High Tech Ave. Ste. 100
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LEf USKNOW

CORRECTION
In the article ''Volunteer
UCF treats local kids to a day
offun" in the July 27 issue of
the Central Florida Future,
Megan Miller's name was
spelt incorrecdy. She is the
Arts & Recreation coordinator of Volunteer UCF. She
was also the sole coordinator
. of the event. Telitra Burtin
~ an attendee of~ event

•

407-447-4558

Library has new hours
The main library has
extended its hours of
operation during the summer finals week. Instead
of closing at 11 p.m., the
library will be open Aug. 5
and Aug. 6 from 7:30 am.
tola.m.

•

NEWSROOM

CAB hosts movie for students
CAB will be showing
"House Party 2" as part of
their Blast From the Past
movie series on Friday
from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. in
room 132 of the Visual
A,rts Building.
There will be food specials, giveaways and more.
· Contact Steven Clenney at 407-823-3294 for
more information.

.

LOCAL WEATHER

i Friday

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Partly to mostly cloudy

SCATTERED with achance of thunderstorms.
T-STORMS Winds Sat 5 to 10 mph. Chance of
rain 40 percent.

High:89° Tonight: Partly cloudy with a
Low:78° slight chance of thunderstorms.

High: 92°

SCATTERED STORMS Low: 76°

, Saturday
-w......~ ,

High:91°
ISOLATEDT-STORMS Low:76°

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-m;ril to
editor@centralfloridafuture.c ..
om. Deadlines are 5p.m. Friday
for the Monday edition, and 5
p.m. Wednesday for the Thurs'i,
day edition. ~

•
•

•
•
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a takes health care to people

•
ag-a1n

I .

LIZSIDOTI
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - His
health care visipn and
political clout on l:he line,
President Barack Obama is
using virtually every tool
available in a publicity
campaign to pressure Con. gress for swift legislative
approval and to rally a public wary of the ongoing
Washington tussle over his
top domestic priority.
Prime-time news conference and network television interviews? Check.
TV advertisements by his
political organization and
weekly Internet addresses
on health care? Check. .
White House meetings
with lawmakers and staged
events at hospitals? Check.
· An end-run around Congress to appeal directly to
voters? Check.
·
With imminent House
and Senate approval of
health care reform legislation
proving
elusive,
Obama again is taking his
pitch right to the people.
This .t ime, the president is
,
HARAZ N. GHANBARI / ASSOCIATED PRESS
traveling to two politically
President Barack Obama, center, flanked by AARP Chief Executive Officer A. Barry Rand, left, and AARP President Jennie Chin Hansen, participates in an AARP tele-town hall on health care, Tuesday, in Washington.
important states that he
won last fall after decades
Even as several commit- work out a deal with a
of Republican dominance, tees make progress on handful
of
moderate
North Carolina and Vir- measures mthe House and Republicans in hopes of
TALLAHASSEE (AP) - Two Repub- ration treatment.
ginia.
Senate, overall momentum getting a bill that · can
The House sponsor, Rep. Scott Plakon
lican lawmakers have filed a proposed
The mission Wednes- . for. quick passage has attract bipartisan support.
> .
state constitutional amendment aimed at of Longwood, called it a ''power-grab" by
day is twofold, just as it was stalled. And the president Most other GOP members
blocking a federal health care plan in President Barack Obama and the Demoat similar events in Ohio is trying to restart it.
in Congress aren't even.at
cratic Congress. ·
.
Florida.
last week: He wants to
In doing so, he's putting the
negotiating table,
Obama, though, has said people could
Sen. Carey Baker of Eustis, also a
keep the heat on Congress his leadership abilities and happy to oppose measures
GOP candidate for agriculture co:mtnis- choose their doctors and insurance plans
to quickly agree on legisla- his governing style to they deride as "socialized
sioner, said Tuesday that legislation under the overhaul he wants.
tion and to reassure the arguably the ultimate test medicine."
pending in Congress amounts to "socialIf approved by a three-fifths vote in
public that he's on the right six months into his presiEven though members
ization" and would let the federal gov- each house. the proposal (HJR 37) would
· track with health care.
dency. His goal: legislation of the president's own
ernment choose a person's doct?r and go on th~ November 2010 ballot. ·
"We've made a lot of that expands coverage to party have comfortable
progress over the last few some 50 million people majorities in Congress, the
months. We're now closer without insurance while SenatE:; postponed a health
to health care reform than restraining exploding costs care vote until September,
- - ~ - - - - - - - lpsos-McClatchy Poll - - - - - - - - - - we ever have been before,'' in the nation's $2.4 trillion and House Speaker Nancy
Obama said Tuesday dur- health care system.
Pelosi won't commit to a
)
ing an hourlong questionPublicly, Obama has vote before lawmakers are
and-answer session at the sketched broad outlines of scheduled to leave WashPatients in Canada are more frustrated with wait times to see doctors,
headquarters of senior- his proposals but largely ington later this week.
but are more likely to say they have access to the services they need at
advocacy group AA.RP. left the heavy lifting to
As this family feud
costs they can afford than U.S. patients.
"I'm confident that we can Congress. The president wages in Washington, the
do the right thing ... and asked the House and Sen- nation's charismatic chief
. .
. /
Percent of people who agree with the statement • Canada rnu.s.
pass health insurance ate to pass legislation by executive 1s venturmg out
reform."
the time Congress leav:es of Washington to do what
Have access· to the health care services I need . . . . . . . . . . 65%
It's a message he seems on a month-long August he seems to do best without costing me more than I can afford
49%
to repeat daily.
break. But Democrats who campaign, and grab the
For all his involvement control Congress seem to local media spotlight that
-Do not have to wait a long time for an 26%
over the past few weeks, . agree with Republicans comes with a presidential
appointment when referred to a specialist .
' 47%
Obama has suffered sever- that the chances of that are visit.
al setbacks. House and slim to none.
38%
He faces' a public that's
Not kept waiting for scheduled appointments
Senate lawmakers remain
Numerous House and both supportive and ~kep48%
at a crossroads over a slew Senate committees have tical of health care overAble to see family physician quickly when
52%
of issues, and public opin- been writing bills that have haul.
needed • 59%
ion polls show that confi- stoked concerns about the
A recent AP-GfK poll
dence
in
Obama's cost to taxpayers and the found that a majority of the
75%
approach to revamping ·reach of government.
Treated with respect and dignity by providers
country says health care is ·
68%
health care has · slipped
Democratic Party veter- an extremely important
since he took office. As
ans in the House largely issue to them personally.
Source:' lpsos-McClatchy Poll of 1,004 adults, July 9-14, 2009 for the U.S., 1,010 adults,
cost estimates balloon, wrote legislation with a lib- And half approve of · June 5-7, 2009 for Canada; margin of error +/-3.1 percentage points
·
Graphic: Melina Yingling
©2009MCT
Republican critics have eral bent, angering moderObama's handling of health
stepped up their attacks. ate
and
conservative care, a level unchanged
More troublesome for Democrats. Senate Demo- from the spring.
approval
of .
And while a majority of reform, that's down from showed
Obama is that conservative cratic leaders, meanwhile,
But the percentage of people - 56 percent 63 percent just before his Obama's handling ofhealth
and moderate Democrats seemingly have bowed to people who don't approve still say· it's likely that inauguration.
care overhaul slipping
have balked at the bills moderate Democrats who has risen to 43 percent, up
Obama will be able to . Also, a recent Washing- below 50 percent for the
under consideration.
have insisted on trying to from 28 percent in April. implement health care ton Post-ABC News survey first time.

FLA. LAWMAKERS WANT TO THWART FEDERAL HEALTH PLAN
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Orange County Mayor
Richard Crotty and
Deborah C. German, the
College of Medidne
dean, speak at UCF's
med school Monday
afternoon.

First class of ·students
receive full scholarships
FROM A1

student fo find out she was
accepted to the UCF medical school last September.
She said she doesn't
know who her donor is yet.
"It's a surprise to all the
students on the day of the
white coat," Ferstadt said
The donors will give the
students their white coat on
stage.
The Orange County
Mayor, Richard Crotty, and
Orlando City Mayor, Buddy
Dyer, declared Aug. 3 "White
Coat Day to show their support of the College of Medicine, according to an article.
by UCF News & Information.
Deborah German, the
dean of the College of Med-

'I basically knew
where I waoted
to go... My plan
was to go to UCF,
. d,•
per10
-

KATHERINE FERSTADT
MICRO AND MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY GRADUATE

icine, said she also wants
the , community to wear
white on that day to celebrate and show support for
the students.
. The UCF medical school
is the first in America to
have complete scholarships

31oriba :htul¥
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provided for the entire charter class of students.
Ferstadt told the Central
Florida Future last September that She Only applied tO I
one medical schooL
"I basically knew where I
wanted to go, and I didn't,,.
want to waste m y ~ filling out papers to schools I
didn't want to go to," .Ferst.adt said in September.
"My plan was to'go to UCF,
period."
Live coverage of the ceremony can be watched
beginning at 9 a.m. Monday
at www.mecl.ucf.edu.
"You're going to get to
see the whole class together
and to see a lot of important
people from the city; county
anct community," Ferstadt
said.

l.

-, New semester means new books

UNIVERSI'IY
WALK-IN
MEDICAL ·
CENTER .
._

"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians..
No Appointment Necessary.

FROM

407-282-2044

Al

calf said. "Things like
obstructed airways or a
hemorrhage that needs to
be taken care of, or a chest
wound, a collapsed lung or
something like that.
''Those are some things
that if you tre~t them well
in the first hour using the
right processes, you can
save a life."

Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UniversityWalkin.com
Most Insurances Accepted
(located less than 1 mile from UCF, .
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)

12000 co11e11a1, wav

11651 UniVersnv Boulevard

11801 High Tech Avenue

401-211-1616

401-513-9000

401-243-6100

• Courtyard (ofe Open for
Breakfast Daily
• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

www.marriott.com/mcots

www.residenceinn.com/mcore

• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms

.

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• 105 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Coble with Showtime

_• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p - 7:OOp
• Doily Housekeeping Service
'

• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People

• Outdoor Pool, Jacuzzi
&Sportscourt

• High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed Internet Access

"

Sample deck planned for Augusf

11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817

www.ma.rriott.com/mcoce
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Emanuel Wong, a senior aerospace engineering major, looks for his fall textbooks at the UCF bookstore. Before fall term begins, Wong said,"[l'm
getting] ready for the fall, really just staying home and relaxing, maybe going to the beach."The firstday of fall dasses is Monday, Aug. ~4.

Toe· game will quiz the
medics on their knowledge of these processes
and can be played individ-·
ually or in groups.
"We've
actually
designed several card
games, and we have a
series of students -and
research associates at the
Institute of Simulation
and Training that are
working in conjunction
with Army RDECOMSTTC, some actual combat medics and combat
nurses that are subject
matter experts, and then
some of the developers
and designers who .a re
helping us with the actual
cards," Metcalf said.
The team plans to have
a sample deck ready l;>y
Aug. 10, Metcalf said.
. They will begin conducting demonstrations
and receiving feedback
from Army personnel and
comQat · medics. From
there they hope to have a
finished deck ready by
October.
Some of the developers
and designers include
UCF students Denice Lan-

cashire, an instructional
technology graduate student, and Jorge Oyola, · a
digital media senior.
Lancashire is working
to develop the game
instructions and help with
game testing.
While
she's
not
involved in the actual construction of the cards, she
believes the best part of
the project is watching
everyone's work come
together to create a valuable tmal product.
Oyola is working on
the card designs, focusing
on editing images for
them and creating and
retooling card templates.
At first, it wasn't clear
to Oyola how this project
would benefit the combat .
medics.
· '.At the beginning of the
project; I didn't really see
how combat medics or
soldiers would really have
any enjoyment for the
game," Oyola said. '!I
thought they might see it
,as sort of like a gimmick
and not really pay much attention to it.
"But as I've seen the art

evolve and the fact that
there are multiple games
that you can play with this,
as well as use it as a standard deck of 52 cards with
the four suites and every,thing, I really think that
they'll take home a lot
from it."
Metcalf is enthusiastic
about the student participation in the project.
"They've been really
valuable on the project
too,"
Metcalf
said~
"They've had some really .
1
goodide~.
·"They've also been
involved in play-testing
out the games to make
sure that the actual gameplay works."
They all agree that one
of the highlights of the
final game will be knowing it is working to save
lives in the field.
"I think that helps a
lot," Oyola said, "knowing
that we're · doing something that can save lives on
the field as well as allevi,.
ate some of the boredom
and some of the stress. I
think it's a really great
feeling."

•

•"

•

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area
• Limited Maid Service

"
• Pet Friendly• High Speed Internet Access
'

.

All 3 locations within 1/2 mile from UCF
located on University Blvd!

"The Marriott Way"

.

COURTESY CLARISSA GRAFFEO

'[11is is a sample card from th~ game. The cards can be used for games designed to reinforce memorization of
&chniques for combat medics or can be used as a decloof regular playing cards.
Y.'

(;.
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Brick veneer maintains campus aesthetics

School of Communication.]"
The facility will coun-:
Construction work .on
teract some of these the exterior should be
costs.
done by next week.
·
"We · cool buildings
"It's going to get a
with chilled, 40-degree brick veneer on it so it's
water, and normally this going to look a lot like the
water is cooled right other buildings on cambefore it gets in the build- pus,'' Norvell said.
ing,'' Norvell said. "What
Some students thfnk
this
'giant · Thermos' _ that with the budget cuts
allows us to do is make at UCF, saving some
the chilled water before money could be-useful.
the peak period. It m~es
"It will help the uniit during off-peak, at low versity a lot, especially
cost of power, then stores since they're cutting
it and shuts down pro- everything,'' ·
senior
duction during the high accounting major Jeremy
part of the day." ,
Bennett said.
The facility was origiThe facility will also
nally slated for a different help UCF's quest to be
part of campus.
viewed as a "green cam"We wanted it to be pus."
over by the main utility
"We're going greenplant over by -Building 3," and it might attract more
Norvell
said.
"We students to UCF,'' senior
couldn't get permitting hospitality major Ryan
there because of land McGillicuddy said. "UCF
restrictions on the area. It can put the money
was our second choice to they're saving toward
go [by the Nicholson other projects."
FROM A1
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The newly built water tower beside Gemini Boulevard obstructs the view of students living in Lake Oaire apartment building 70.

Panel recommends·Women be first. in line for "Vaccine

I

.

Associated Press

.,

ATLANTA - Pregnant
women, health care workers and children six months
and older should be placed
at the front of the line- for
swine flu vaccinations this
fall, a government panel
recommended Wednesday.
The panel also said
those first vaccinated
should include parents and
other caregivers of infants;
non-elderly adults who
have high-risk medical conditions; and young adults
ages 19 to 24-.
The Advisory Comxnittee on Immunization Prac- ,
tices voted to set vaccination · priorities for those
groups Wednesday during
a meeting in Atlanta. The
panel's recommendations
are usually adopted by federal health officials.
The recomn:iendations
are designed to address
potential limits in vaccine
· availability this fall if there
· is heavy demand and limited supplies.
The government estimates that about 120 million swine flu vaccine
doses will be available to

.

Swine 11u··deaths :e:~~
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the public by late October.
Roughly 150 million people
are in the priority groups
considered most vulnerable to infection or most at
risk for severe disease.
· Although the number
- recommended to get doses
exceeds the projected supply, health officials don't
think everyone will run out
and get vaccinated..
'fraditionally, less than
half of the people recommended to get·seasonal flu
shots get them. Only about
15 percent of pregnant
women get seasonal flu
vaccinations.

...
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Cody Meissner, left, and Lance Chilton look on during a meeting of the Advisory
Committee on Immunization at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

If ther~ is ample vaccine, vaccinations also
would be recommended
for all non-elderly adults,
the-panel also voted And if
there's still plenty of vaccine, the swine flu shots
and spray doses should be
offered to people 65 and
older. Fewer illnesses have
been reported in the elderly, who appear to have
higher levels of immunity
to the virus, health experts
say.
However, the elderly
should be pushed to get
shots against seasonal flu,
which is a significant

'
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,
Souroe: us. Centecs fqrDisease ~ a n d ~
Wodd Health Organiration. ODta'1by health agen;ies

health risk to older adults.
·Panel members say they
hope swine flu vaccinations
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will be opened up quickly.
· . Dr. Wtlliam Schaffner, a Van"The only sin is vaccine derbilt University flu expert,
left in the refrigerator," said in a comment to the panel

LOOKING INTO LAW SCHOOL?
•••THEN LOOK INTO BLACKSTONE
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INTERNET EXTRA FOR UPDATES AND NEWS ON UCF SPORTS DURING THE BREAK, GO TO WWW.UCFNEWS.COM.
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MARY DESCENZA SETS WR IN .
200-METER BUTTERFLY
ROME - Mary Descenza was down
in the dumps after missing the Olympic
team.
She was on top of the world
Wednesday.
The 24-year-old American, who
failed to qualify for the Beijing Games,
set the 16th world record of the
swimming championships in the
preliminaries of the 200-meter
butterfly. Her time of 2 minutes, 4.14
seconds beat the mark of 2:04.18 set by
China's Liu Zige at the Beijing Games.
"Oh my God! I didn't even think I was
going that fast;' said Descenza, who is
sponsored by TYR Sport but switched to
one ofthe faster jaked suits for worlds.
"It was a very big surprise, an awesome
surprise. I was just so excited when I
saw that time. I didn't even know it was
a world record until it actually flashed
up on the screen:'
Descenza is cumpeting in her fifth
world championships, winning one
gold, three silvers and one bronze at her
previous appearances. But she's never
made an Olympic team, and her failure
to break through in 2008 was a huge
setback. She madethe finals in three
events, finishing fourth in the both the
200 fly and.the 200 backstroke and tied
for sixth in the·100 fly - none of them
good enough to get on the team.

.t
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New UCF Men's Golf coach Bryce Wallor spent five years with the University ofTennes$ee, helping them win the 2007 Southeastern Conference title. He was hired by UCF on June 23.

'

Fresh face to briµg work ethic to UCF
PADRICK BREWER

was playing at Rhode Island. ·

Sports Editor

FAVRE CALLS CHILDRESS,
NIXES COMEBACK ATTEMPT
MINNEAPOLIS - The purple No. 4
jerseys with "FAVRE" on the back were
already in heavy circulation around the
Twin Cities and it seemed almost
inevitable that Brett Favre would end
his second retirement to join the
Minnesota Vikings.
Then Favre dropped the news that
surprised many - inside the
organization and out-when he
called Vikings coach Brad Childress on
Tuesday to tell him he was staying
retired and would not be joining the
Vikings for training camp.
"The writing on the wall was, as long
as his arm was healthy he was going to
play;'Vikings linebacker Ben Leber said.
"I thought it was just a contractual deal
that was taking so long and I really
expected him to be at camp. So I was
really surprised:'
Now the Vikings are left to pick up
the pieces after their summer-long
courtship of the future Hall of Fame
quarterback ended with a phone call
just two days before players are
required to report to training camp in
Mankato.
"It was the hardest decision I've ever
made;' Favre told ESPN. "I didn't feel like
physically I could play at a lev~I that
was acceptable. I would like to thank
everyone, including the Packers, Jets
and Vikings - but, most importantly,
the fans:'

"BASE BA El
WANG TO HAVE SURGERY,
MISS REMAINDER OF SEASON
ST. PETERSBURG - Yankees starting
pitcher Chien-Ming Wang will undergo
season-ending arthroscopic surgery on
his injured right shoulder Wednesday.
The Yankees made the
announcement after Tuesday ni9ht's 62 loss to Tampa Bay.
New York manager Joe Girardi said
there is no timetable for when Wang
will return next season, and that the
team will know more about a potential
tir'neframe after the procedure.
Wang was examined Tuesday by
noted orthopedist Dr. James Andrews.
The right-hander went on the 15-day
disabled list July 5 with a strained right
shoulder.
-
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You aren't going to work harder than
Bryce Wallor.
.
The new head coach of the UCF Men's
Golf program won't claim to be the best
golfer, or the smartest person. but he does
know he will be the man willing to put in
the extra work, and he said he .is going to
bring that mentality with hlm to UCF.
'Tve realized over the course of my life,
you may never be the most talented, you
might never be the most intelligent, but
there is never a reason for someone to outwork you," Wallor said in a phone interview
Tuesday. "If you want something bad
enough. and you are willing to make whatever sacrifices are necessary to be successful. I just don't think there are too many
people who can stand in your way with that
philosophy."
Wallor, who was hired last week after
spending the past five years with Tennessee as an assistant coach, saw just what
that kind of mentality could do when he

Wallor played at Rhode Island from
1993-98, and he watched one of his coaches
dedicate his free time and extra money to
help build the program, and that showed
Wallor what giving the extra . effort can
accomplish.
And he has used that effort in his several coaching stops. He was an assistant
coach for Davidson in 1999-2000, and he
followed that with a head coaching stint at
Connecticut from 2000-02. He returned to
Rhode Island in 2002-03 as a volunteer
assistant coach before heading to
Knoxville. Tenn., to be an assistant coach
for the Volunteers.
Wallor said he was thrilled to learn of
the position at UCF, which opened after
Niclc Clinard left for Auburn in June.
He sent in his resume and c:over letter
and waited to hear back.
But Wallor· keeps his nose to the grindstone even when opportunity is knocking at
his door.
When he got the call for his first interview,·he was in the Netherlands, recruiting

Playing days:

Wallor played at Rhode Island
from 1993-98 and returned to
the school as a volunteer assistant in 2002-03.

Coaching pedigree:
The 'new hire was a head coach
at Connecticut from 2000-02, an
assistant coach with Davidson in
1999-2000 and an assi~ant
with Tennessee for the past five

- - - - - - - - - -- - -~-----at the European Boys' Ping Championship.
He had another interview with UCF
Director of Athletics Keith 'Tribble and
some senior staff, and then he had the job.
When Wallor learneq he would be the
new head coach for UCF, he called his players from Tennessee to let them know of his
departure. and then called the Knights who
would be around for next season to tell
them.
PLEASE SEE

COACH ON A7

.·Many thanks for giving me the ·time of my life
Today ... I feel ... like
. the luckiest ...
Ah4. just kidding.
But today is at least a
somewhat sad day for
me. It is my final column
for the Future. ·
I can wait until the
applause dies down.
All right.
I have spent a lot of
time actively working
within this publication the better part of three
years - from copy editor
to sports editor to. editorin-chief and back to
doing sports.
lt has been a really
enjoyable experience fpr
me, but that experience
ends today.
With any luck, this
will be the last time this
1,1~wspaper will be graced
with my face, which
,some have eloquently
F

'

•

Sporn Editor

compared to a fat tomato
with hair.
Not a bad comparison.
although I don't have
much hair left.
I have tried, some
would say unsuccessfully,
to keep most of the writing within this publication at least based on
sports in which real peopl~ participate.
But this will not be
one of those.
I am taking this .
opportunity, this space,

to thank some important
and special people who
have helped make my
very extended run at this
paper possible.
Because without
them. I may have already
been graduated and
moved on.
My time at the paper
has allowed me the
chance to cover events I
11-ever thought I would be
able to attend.
I got to interview
Mack Brown, I've been
able to cover the cheerleading national championships and I was even
given a chance to get into
Isleworth. which was
totally awesome.
I have had the privilege of working with the
UCF Athletics Department, which has helped
me hnmensely in under-

standing importance of communication
and ·
respect.
I
would not
say those
are among
my best
qualities, but
the administration of UCF
Athletics, as well as
the staff, coaches
and players, has
helped me
become better adept ·at
understanding how real
business can work sometimes, and that has been
an invaluable lesson.
I have had the honor
of working with some
stellar student journalists
PLEASE SEE

A ON A7 -
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A wild ride filled: Coach in prOcess of moving
with ups, downs

die as a team,'' said Wallor, coach Clinard did a heck about not only creating betwho mentored five~- of a great job over his ter golfers, but also creating
He said the team was America golfers·during his tenure, building the pro- better young men
welcoming and that he time at Tennessee. ''You're graID, taking it from where
"I just believe in educawas looking forward to gonna work as a team. he inherited it, each year tion is the key to setting .
getting down to Oriando You're gonna progress as a getting the program a little you and your family up for
· to meet face-to-face.
team. Everybody brings bit better," he said 'We're a successful life, and golf is
· "When I get down something to the table."
gonna accomplish our just a great sport," he said
. there, and I've had the
He said he has 'the own goals, and we're . "It's just such an enjoyable
opportunity to sit down experience to. lead the gonna set up to do our way to spend some time. I •
each of our young men Knights, who are ·coming -own thing, and we're not can't think of a better thing
and speak with them · off one of their best sea- gonna worry about what's to _do than to help players
about their goals and what sons in program histqry in come in the past,or what with their academic purthey want to achieve, and 2009, including a first- could be coming in the suits, with their personal
as a teaID, as a family, we're place finish in both the future."
goals and then help them
gonna create some goals:' Conference USA ChampiAnd
although
the with their game ofgolf: It's
· Wallor said. 'We're gonna onship as well as the Knights will be dealing just such a fun thing to
create an action plan to NCAA Southeast Region- with anew head coach with coach, and it'.s a fun sport
achieve those goals, and al.
some new philosophies, at to be around:' ·
we're gonna see ifwe can't
That success doesn't least one ideal will have a
· do it."
daunt Wallor, who helped . familiar ring to it. Like CliIt's not just the hard coach the Volunteers to a nard, Wallor is
work Wallor intends on Southeast Conference title adamant
bringing to UCF. He wants in 2007.
to create a tight-knit group
"I
think
of athletes that will succeed together.
"You live
and
FROM

FROM
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peoplt throw at' me, be it
for g_?p~ or for ill. I am
thanlqul for that.
An~ I don't have any
regret .
I ,t e that back.
I reip.ember writing
about liow the Rashard
Lewis sign-and-trade deal
was going to be disastrous
the Orlando
.
Magic, ~ t they would .
have b~~-better off try- ·
~1~c!.around Ger-

. at the Futur,e.
Much to the chagrin of
detractors, student and
faculty alike, there are
superb journalists who
have worked for this publication, and they have
busted their asses trying
to get you th~ best UCF
news on a daily basis.
Are there shortcomings? Of course there are,
but for marginally paid,
overworked and stressedIs there a word
out students, they are a
stronger than folly? I
great ad9ition to this unidon'tkn6w.
versity, and they are conOr w!¥.t about when I
stantly working to
declared the UCF Footimprt>ve themselves.
ball teain jllearly dead
I can only hope that by after the blow-out loss to
some degree of osmosis ·
South Flm;ida in 2007?
or super science or whatI said,' "What does this
ever that some of their
mean as UCF prepares to
dedication, determinafinish the l~t half of its
tion, and devotion rubbed season agaipst Conferoff pn me during my time
ence USA Qpponents? It
here. .
means they \will probably
And I have been
struggle to, at best,. a .6-6
blessed by you, the readrecord."
l
ers, for allowing me to sit
Of course, the Knights
here and write about
went unbeaten for the
sports at UCF.
remainder o~ tl:ie regular
I have ruffled a few
season, beat Tulsa at
feathers along the way,
Brighthouse Networks
enraged some impasStadium in the C-USA
sioned fans and frustrated Championship game and
athletics department a
went to their ~econd bowl
.time or two, but I have
gaip.e in school history.
enjoyed the ride.
So I may have been a
I am wicked pleased
little off with tnat one.
that people take the time
But even with everyout of their day to read
thing I got wr01\1g, and.
my copy and maybe
every time I swung and · .
somethnes comment,
Illissed, I have b~en given
even when those comthe opportunity to come
ments aren't necessarily
back, and for that I am
the nicest things in the
grateful.
world
This job, this paper
I have had a 'few
and this school n1ean a
opportunities for people
lot to me, so from someto voice their concerns to . where in my hefili, thank
me, and that has been
you for reading. \
helpful.
And I hope eve 1
I have put my name
enjoys watching
and my face out there,
ball team struggle
and I deserve everything
record in 2009.
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Bryce
Wallor
helps

UT
golfer
Chris
Paisley.
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Mr. Ne1anyahu•s\Offer (I)
Would lie

ltnna peace to the to-1ured Nllddle East1·

In a complete turnabout from previous positions, but probably also yielding to enormous pressure by President
Obama, Israel's Prime Minister "Bibi" Ne~yahu has declared his wU!ingness to accept a Palestinian state.

Wha1 are the fac1s1 .

,,

unilaterally evacuated every last Jewish family from
A generous offer. Since the "two-state solution"
Gaza. One \Would have hoped that the Palestinians,
grateful for ~eing rid of the hated Jews and no longer
has long been declared to be the Holy Grail of the
having to s\lffer their presence, ·would have shown ·
Palestinians, one would have expected that ·Mr.
Netanyahu's announcement be greeted with cheers
their gratit~de for that "liberation." Instead, almost
and hosannas. That, however, not surprisingly
from the very first day, they bombarded Israeli cities
with thousands of rockets. Eventually, the patience of
perhaps, was not the case. In fact, the Palestinians and
all others involved declared it to be an insult and a
Israel snapped and it invaded Gaza to put a stop to
"non-starter." The principal objections were that Mr.
this outrage. It has to be clear to,all that having had
Netanyahu insisted that the newly created Palestinian
such bad experience with Gaza, Israel is fully jµstified
to e~ect that if statehood wete ultimately granted to
state would have to be totally demilitarized, and that
its ajr space would be - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the Palestinians, and if
available to the IAF
"As Abba Eban, Isra'el's former Foreign
demilitarization were not
(Israeli Air Force); that
b ll
imposed and strictly
Jerusalem would remain Secretary put it: 'The Ara s wi never miss supervised,
the
undivided as the capital of
an opportunity to miss an opportunity."' Palestinians of the ''West
the Jewish state; that the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Bank" would be equally
"Palestinian refugees" would, if they so desired, be
inclined to attack Israel on a dai1y basis. Instead of
being confronted by the insular Gaza, Israel would be
returned to the newly formed state and not to Israel;
that the Palestinians acknowledge Israel as the state
surrounded totally by those who are sworn to destroy
of the Jews; and, finally, that he did not commit for . it. Full demilitarization would have to be a key
the "settlements" to be dismantled. We shall address
requirement of any Palestinian statehood. Without it,
virtually all of Israel - its population centers, its
some of these objections in this message, the rest in a
, future message.
industries, its military installations and its
The "Settlements." Judea/Samaria (the ''.West
international airport -would be under the gun. Life
Bank") is the ancient Biblical homeland of the Jewish
in Israel would be virtually impossible. How could
anybody possibly think otherwise?
people. This area is part of the Palestinian Mandate,
Return of the ''Refugees." During the 1948 War of
which was declared by the Balfour Qeclaration and by
the mandate of the League of Nations, to be the
Liberation, about 650,000 Arabs, goaded by their
homel?111d of the Jewish people. After the 1948 War of
leaders, fled the nascent state oflsrael. They and their
descendants wish ' .to "return" to Israel. That is a
Israel's Liberation this area remained in possession of
the Kingdom of Jordan, which declared sovereignty.
bizarr_e . request. The pri~cipal purpose of a
over the area. The only possible rationale for the ~ Palestm1an state would obv10usly have to be \the
conclusion that this area is Palestinian ,land is that it•
ingathering and settling of the "Palestinian refugees"
and not to foist them onto Israel. Injecting them into
is encompassed by the 1949 armistice line. There is
Israel would undermine the Jewish state and smooth
absolutely no other reason. This area has never been
the pal:h-to its destruction. And that is, indeed, the
Palestinian land. In fact, never before the creation of
r~b. The principal intent of the Arabs is not the
the State of Israel has there ever been a P~estinian
people or a Palestinian country anywhere in the long
creation of a state, but, as they repeat over and over,
course of human history. The Palestinians were never
the destruction of Israel, which they call the "cancer
untif recent times in any control over the area. At the
on the Arab body." And don't let's forget that about
800,000 Jews, who escaped barely with their lives
very most the area could be described as "disputed.''
In fact, a ;ery good case could be made that Jews have
from Arab co~tries duri?g the War Liberation in
1948 and durmg the Six-Day War m 1967, were
a better right than the Arabs to live there. What a
shame that even the leaders of our country cannot
quickly absorbed into the state of Israel and are now
see this fundamental truth. And don't let's forget that
at least one-half of the total population. The Arabs, in
over one million· Arabs live in Israel unmolested and
contrast, have kept their "refugees" in miserable
nobody gets exercised about that.
refugee camps for the last 60+ years, on the dole of
Demilitarization. Not so long ago, Israel
the world - mostly that of the United States.

ot

•
•

There is little likelihood that Mr. Netanyahu's generous offer, however it might ultimately be modified, will be
accepted by the Arabs. Because, if that were the objective, they could have had their own state for ?Ver seventy
· years. But whatever was offered was never sufficient. As Abba Eban, Israel's former Foreign Secretary, so well
' put it: "The Arabs will never miss an opportunity to miss an opportunity." Sadly, therefore, there is little
question that Mr. Netanyahu's generous offer of a separate ·state for the Palestinians will again be rejected most likely even being followed by·another "intifada."
·
·
This message has been published !Rd paid for by

.FlAME

Facts and /.pgic About the Middle East
P.O. Box 590359 • San Francisco, CA 94159

Gerardo Joffe, President
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FLAME is a tax-exempt, non-profit educational 501 (c)(3) organization.
Its purpose is the research and publication of the facts regarding
developments in the Middle East and exposing false propaganda that
might harm the interests of the United States and its allies in that area of
the world. Your tax-<leductible contributions are welcome. They enable
us to pursue these goals and to publish these messages in national
newspapers and magazines. We have virtually no overhead. Almost all
of our revenue pays for our educational work, for these clarifying
messages, and for related direct mail.
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To receive free
FLAME updates, visit our
website: www.factsandlogic.org ,I.
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Fans, bands brave the heat for Warped
.
'

ASHLEY CARN IFAX .

of the reason they returned to Warped To

this year was pecause of the opportunitie

Online ~ditor

Affectionately referred to as "punk-rock
summer camp," the Vans Warped Tour
brings toget)l.er the best in music in the form
of a caravan of tour buses crisscrossing the
country.
.
This year the tour, which is celebrating its
15$ anniversary, (eatured bands ranging from
electronic/hip bop stars 3OH!3 to ska-punk
legends Less Than Jake. Although the show
at the Central Florida Fairgrounds featured
only one main stage, the bigger bands were
able to play 40-minute sets - which more
than made up for the wait between them.:
The Central Florida Future gives you some
of the hig];llights pf the nearly 10-bout day of
music, merch and mayhem.
The Orlando date of the :Vans Warped
Tour was ahometownshowforup7and-com~
ers There For Tomorrow. Formed· in 2003,
when the members were barely in high
schooL TFT has .risen to nationally known
status, cemented by .winning tlie MTVu
aw.11d for breakout artist of the year ip. 2008.
'We were really, really excited;' Bassist Jay
Ennquez said "I think it was just overwhehri~ no one really.believed it We were still
trying to grasp it when they called our name,;''
TFr, who recent!y. released their first full·
length album on Hopeless Records, said part

being on the tour pi;ovides.
"There's so many new faces all the tim
people that are eager to get something new,
something to grab onto," Vocalist M ·
:Mrule said
Enriquez agreed.
. "It's the same routine every day, but it · a
completely different day each day:',Enriqu,~z
said; "It's a fun experience."
Despite guitarist and lead singer To~
Kalnoky's injured left arm. Streetlight Mc}.Di- .
festo bl~w away the crowd on their sec nd .
Warped Tour, pulling. in one of the largest
crowds of the day for the smaller stages. ,
Big D and the Kids Table ~tarist Sean
Rogan had to fill in on guitar, leaving Streetlight limited to playing the songs Rogan knew
how to play. But thankfully fan favorites '$ailing, Flailing" and 'We "?"ill :fall Together"
were in the set
·
Notorious for his dislike of Victory
Records, Streetlight's label, Kalnoky spent
some time in between songs talking about
the problems with labels.
He couldn't talk about his label spepfically. because lie would get sued; he saicC But if
you want to support bands 'you shoulcJ: download the albums illegally and pay to see shows
instead, Kalnoky said
A bit more energetic

JEFFREY RILEY/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ska bands Less Than Jake and Streetlight Manifesto play at the
Vans Warped Tour at the Central Florida Fairgrounds on Friday.

"'-'

restrained by a guitar, Kalnoky climbed on
top of speakex:s and jwnped around the stage
before starting in on another tirade.
"This next song is for the bands that don't
PLEASE SEE

ARTISTS ON A9

The King of Pop, good old Spock and fun undies
KAYLA SMITH

NBA Finals. For a few glorious

Variety Editor
.

weeks, downtown was taken over
by Magic fans, mostly bandwagon,
sporting blue and white as Dwight
Howard becao,ie the name on everyohe's lips. Then-we lost.

.

It's almost time to tuck away that
swimsuit.
· As the fall semester creeps tip on
us and backpacks start repl~cing
beach bags, The Central Florida
Future talces a moment to reflect on
the memorable ups and downs of
· the summer of 2009.
You know, the stuffthat will stick
with people long after their tans
fade and they realize that Bud light
Lime is not a real beer.

Michael Jackson
Ask almost anyone· - the No. 1
most memorable thing about this
summer was the shocking death of
the King of Pop. For a generation
that grew up on "Thriller," MJ's
passing caused a ripple effect ofsad-:ness and nostalgia. In fact, more
than a month later, we are still hearing conspiracy theories about .t he
cause of his death (drugs, murder

"9

Celebrity Splits
It was a summer of rocky relationships as pop culture mainstays
Jessica Simpson and Kim Kardashian said farewell to their sports star
significant others~ We hope Tony
Romo and Reggie Bush aren't taking
it too hard
COURTESY JEAN-MARC GIBOUX/LIAISON

Michael Jackson performs in California on Nov. 8 1988 for his Bad concert tour. Jackson died of
unknown causes on June 25, which topped our list of the most memorable summer moments.

and scandal, oh.my).

StarTrek
Spock got a sexy makeover as
Star 'Irek beamed into the 21st-century. The film did extremely well,
P.ulling in millions of dollars and
making it the most profitable ven-

ture of the Star 'll:ek franchise. Does
that mean Chris Pine is the new
Sham.er?

Magic Championship
Our good old boys united the city
as they played one stellar game after
another, leading Orlando into the

Black/Gold is the New Pink
The secret's out of the shopping
bag - UCF became a real school
when Vicky's added it to their line of
collegiate lmmgewear.

Bachelor's Leftover Picks Mankini Man
After a tumultuous summer of
love with 30 different guys, Bach~
PLEASE SEE

SO ON A9
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Summer romance film premieres tomorrow
WILLIAM GOSS

Counter Culture

Staff Writer

by Tyler Gillespie
How do you fix what's broken?
Our culture columnist discusses
the problems with school
administration and how
students should respond.

Kiss and Tell
by Jen Glantz

Love stinks. Our relationship
columnist-shares the ugly truth
about-failed connections.

Carmen Cares
by Carmen Carroquino
One-sided feelings are always
awkward. Read our advice
column_ist's help.

Warped Tour Q&A
by Ashley Camifax
Our online editor/music guru
interviewed the DIV ska band .
Big Dand the Kids Table. Read
our transcript for some giggles.

MOVIETIMES

The very charming film
(500) Days of Summer
opens tomorrow.
It's a postmodern love
story of one man who
spends a year and a half
chasing the girl of his
dreams.- who is less than
interested in romance.
We participated in a conference call with the stars of
· the film; and here's :what
they had to say about
cliches, summer love and
why this movie will be awe. some.
Question: What sets
this apart from the big summer blockbusters?
Joseph Gonion-Levitt:
It's awesome.
,
Zooey Deschanel: It's
almost hard for me to connect the two. I mean, I know
it's a movie and there are
other movies, but it's like
you'd be looking for a very
different type of entertainment. I will say, though, that

at heart, this is a very entertaining film ... ifyou're looking for something a little bit
more light-hearted and fun.
JGL: Like, a few less tiinpani drums and blood, and
more Joy Division and kissing. What summer blockbuster has Joy Division
AND kissing?
ZD: I can't thinkWolverine? No.

JGL: Terminator?

ZD: No way, nope.
Qµestion: What cliches
do you think (500) Days of
Summer avoids? ·
JGL: That's an interesting wording of it, because __
I don't think (500) Days of
Summer- · so much avoids
cliches as it kind of walks
right up to them and has a
conversation with them. It
follows some of them and
deviates from other ones,
and that's what I like about
it, because avoiding cliches,
I think you start· becoming
obscure.
ZD: Also, if your goal 1s
to not be something, that's

Artists voice their
opinions, rock out
A8

humor was prevalent
from their Star Wars
put fashion before music, theme music entrance to
they put the music before their on-stage conversamusic," Kalnoky said ' tions, most of which cenbefore starting in on the tered on Florida's antifinal song of the set, obscenity law, which
"Somewhere
in
the prevents bands from
Between."
using any inappropriate
After 14 years of mak- language while onstage at
ing music, Big D and the outdoor shows.
Kids Table kicked off the
That, however, didn't
summer and their third stop L'IJ from working up
Vans Warped Tour with the crowd with favorites
the addition of four new "The Science 9f Selling
band
members,
the Yourself Short'' and ''PlasDoped Up Dollies, a tic Cup Politics:•
group of backup singers
The set even featured a
complete with matching taping of "Does the Lion
sundresses and tam- City Still Roar?'' for Sevenbourines.
teen Magazine, during
"We're just really into which the band encourthe Bob Marley backup aged the crowd to make
singers, and Ray Charles them "look like coolest
backup singing," lead band" on the tour.
singer David McWane
. Closing out the night,
added. ''We put a whole 30H!3 managed to have
bunch of it on the new one of the most intense
record because we want- crowds of the tour.
ed to have, for some· reaWith nearly as many
son,
bigger band. We . crowd-surfers at any given
went from seven mem- point in time as there
bers toll.."
were security guards,
Gainesville
natives Orlando clearly appreciatLess Than Jake sent the ed the electronic/hip-hop
crowd into a near frenzy sound of the Coloradoduring their 40-minute set based group.
on the main stage.
Nearly everyone in the
Complete
with
a crowd, including the peosuper-soaker and a T-shirt ple working· at the 7-11
gun. L'IJ made it a point to
Slurpee tent nearby, sang
engage the crowd, that by and danced along with the
this point was worn down quirky band's platinumfrom the afternoon sun.
selling song, "Don't Trust
The band's sense of Me."
FROM

'-·

Courtesy Universal Pictures

FUNNY PEOPLE (R)
George is a very successful.stand up
comedian who learns that he hiis an
untreatable blood disorder and is .
given less than a year to live. Ira is a
_.struggling up-and-coming stand up
comedian who works at a deli and
has yet to figure out his onstage
persona. One night, these two
perform at the same club and George
takes notice of Ira. George hires lrij to
be his semi-personal assistant as well
as his friend
'

Directed by: judd Apatow

-

Starring: Adam Sandler, Seth Rogen, Leslie

Mann, Jonah Hill, Jason Schwartzman, Eric
Bana, Andy Did<

not a goal That's too amorphous.
JGL: A friend of mine
says, ''It's the easiest thing in
the world to say what you're
not. It's the hardest thing in
the world to say what you
are:·
,
Qµestion: fu the sometiines exaggerated realm of
the :film, how do you keep
your characters grounded?
ZD: I think we're both
just trying to be as sincere
as we could in the moment.
Summer is pretty straightforward about her wants
and needs and where she is,
and Tom has his own things
that he's dealing with.
JGL: I think the largerthan-life elements of the

FROM

'

.

COURTESY SLASHFILM.COM

Joseph Gordon-Levitt and Zooey Deschanel, stars of the quirky new film (500)
Days of Summer, talk to the Future about movies, true art and that lovin' feeling.

movie ... it all comes from a
sincere point of view. Even
the most surreal parts, like
the dance number, it's
because lknow how it feels
when you fmally get to be
with the girl that you've had
a crµsh on for so long and it
feels like that ;.. What it
looks like to an objective
eye, it could just be somebody smiling to·themselves
as they walk down the
street, but what it feels like
is a dance riumber. That's
kind of the · summary of
what (500) Days ofSummer

is.
Qµestion: "What would
you like audiences to take
away from this?_.
ZD: I don't really like to

Al.

tell people what ' they
should take away, because I
like going to the movies and
I don't like to feel like someone's trying to teach me a
lesson about something,
and I thir\k it's a sacred rela-.
tionship you have with your
audience as an artist. And if
you are able, I think it is best
to do my part and then hand
it over to those who are
going to experience it,
because it's a very personal
thing, watching a film ...
JGL: And it's a creative
act. It's a more twentiethcentury attitude of 'Tm an
audience member. and it's a .
passive thing that I sit here
and watch'', but I think that
·watching a movie can be and ought to be - a creative
act; you come up with what
it means. "What I hate is if I
told you what I wanted you
to take, and you were having a conversation with
someone later about the
movie, and they were like,
''It meant .x, Y, Z to me:' and
then you said. ''Well, that's
not what it :pieans, because
I heard this interview with
the actor, and he said it
means this, so you're
· wrong." That -would kill the
whole purpose of art. So I
hope you don't mind if we
humbly decline to tell you
what we want you to think
it means.

A8

lorette ftllian accepted Ed's
proposal amid tears and
heartbreak. You know what
country singers/really big
tools say Love don't
come easy.

Sum·mer Music
It's not summer without
a fantastic ~oundtrack of
overplayed, guilty pleasure
pop songs that may be
annoying now but will
become synonymous with
summer ' 09 by the time
winter rolls around. This
year, it was "Boom Boom

COURTESY STARTREKMOVIE.COM

Chris Pine, along with Zachary Quinto, stars i"- the summer blockbuster,StarTtek.
The movie raked in millions and out sold the other Star Ttekfranchise ventures.

Pow:• that song about Helen
Keller and anything by Lady
GaGa that jammed the airwave$.

Create Your Own Adventure
OK. so the Future stops

printing for a few weeks,
but that doesn't mean
summer's over just yet.
You still have .25 days until
school starts, so get out
there and make some
memories.

a

ALIENS IN THE ATTIC (PG)
A group of children attempt to
defend their Maine vacation home
from invading extraterrestrial forces
as the malevolent aliens make their
way from the upper floor of the
house to the ground level. John
Schultz directs a script penned by
British scribe Mark Burton {Wallace &
Gromit).
Directed by: John Schultz
Starring: Ashley Tisdale, Robert Hoffman,
· Carter Jenkins, Austin Butler, Ashley
Boettcher, Henri Young, Regan Young, Tim
Meadows, Gillian Vigman,. Kevin Nealon

Computer Problems?
We can fix the7n for you!!!

Aliens inthe Attic
(PG) 12:25 2:40 5:15 7:).5 10:00 12:25am

The Collector
(PG) 12:40 2:50 5:20 7:30 10:40

Funny People
(RJ 11:20am 12:0012:30 2:25 2:S5 4:30 5:30
7:15 7:45 8:35 10:25 10:55 12:30am
·

Spyware • Virus Removal • Error Messages
Printer Problems • Blue Screens
Computer RunningToo Slow
Esn':!:;._~
Computer Installation and Upgrades
T"l!s1

·

MyNicePC

We are !)ere to make your computer
run NICE and help you SAVE Money!

www.MyNicePC.comAsk for jordl

SUMMER:

MINI
CON

, COMICS GUESTS
"STEVE SCOTT• GREG LAND • BILLY TAN
BRANDON PETERSON• GEORGE PEREZ
JIMMY PALMtOTTI • AMANDA CONNER
JIMMY CHEUNG• CHUCK DIXON
SERGIO CARIELLO • TONY BED.ARD
MIKE PERKINS • TIM TOWNSEND

;-=;;\
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G-folte
(PG) 12:35 3:05 5:10 7:20 10:05

G-folte in Disney Digital 3D
(PG) Disney Digital 3[! Showtimes More Info
12:0S 2:20 4:45 6:55 9:20 12:15am

Sweeteners & Metabolism
RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE

·Orphan
(R) 11:25am 2:104:55 8:2011:05

The Ugly Truth
(R) 12:10 2.-05 3:00 4:25 5:35 7:108:10 9:55

10:35 12:20am 1:OOam
Open Captioned & Descriptive Audio
11:30am

in Celebration is conducting ·a 12-week
research study for healthy men and
women to determine the effects of
different amounts of high fructose corn- '
syrup or sucrose on metabolism as
part of a weight maintenance plan.

(500) Days ofSummer
(PG-13) 12:15 2:355':00 7:35 10:1012:35am

Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince
(l'G) 11:50am 1:004:104:35 7:40 8:15 10:50
11:20

Ice Age: Dawn ofthe Dinosaws
(PG) 11:55am 2:15 4:50 7:05 10:15 12:40am

Public Enemies
(R) 12:45 4:208:2011:10

The Hurt Locker
(R) 12:504:408:0010:45

Transf'onners:R~ofthefallen
(PG-13) 12:55 4:157:5011:15

The Proposal
(PG-13) 11:45am 2:30 5:05 7:55 10:301 2:55am

The Hangover
(R) 11:40am 2:45 5:25 8:25 11:00

-

usilligs for Friday, July 31

For your participation in this
clinical research study you will
receive:
• Up to $500 Compensation
• Complete Blood Work

For more information and
please cc,H 321-939-2399
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RACHELLE LEFEVRE

MICHAIL WILCH

"Mike Newton"
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OUR STANCE ,

Water tower
•
stores ·s avings
•

A

!though the water
$685,000 every year, accordtower next to the
ing to David Norvell, director
of Sustainability & Energy
Nicholson School of
Communication has seemed
Management at UCF.
more like an eyesore than a
It will pay for itself after
four years.
money saver during its co.nstruction process, the conNorvell calls the facility a
crete exterior that seems out
"giant Thermos" that chills
of place will soon blend in
the 3 million gallons of water
with the surrounding archiused to cool buildings on
tecture.
campus before a "peak periBy next week the Thermal . od" in which the electric
Energy Storage Facility will
company's rates soar.
be covered in brick to match
Up until this point, the
the communication building.
chilled, 40-degree water has
Even during rough ecobeen cooled only moments
nomic times, it's nice to
before it entered a building,
know that UCF thinks about
which caused a maximum ·
the big picture and cares
amount of electricity to be
about tj:le aesthetics of our
used during the peak period,
campus.
.sometime between 1 p.m. and
Before ¥J.yone starts ques- lOp.m.
tioning beautification spendNow the water will be
ing at a time like this, realize
chilled and stored at night
that even though this strucwhen Progress Energy's
ture cost UCF $3. million to
power costs are 50 percent
build, it's going to cut the
lower, according to UCF
university's energy costs by
News & Information, and the

facility will shut down during
the· peak hours.
The chilled water can be
stored witl1in this tank for up
tol2hours.
This initiative combined
with the thermal solar energy panel on the roof of the
Tower 2 residence hall, highefficiency fluorescent lights
and motion sensors,
improved heating, ventilation
and air-conditioning systems
in campus buildings and student energy conservation
competitions is helping UCF
stand out as a greener, inore
innovative campus and it's
saving the university about
$2 million annually, according to UCF News & Information.
When a $17 million budget
deficit is projected in UCF's
not-so-distant future, moneysaving techniques like this
should be welcomed with
open arms.

Students make
the university·
E

ach year rankings are
presented by Prince. ton.Review and U.S.
News to show where universities and -colleges stand
nationally. Although these
rankings can be positive or
negative, it's important to
remember that students are
the ones who make up a col+lege and not the other way
around.
It's true that college can
influence students and leave
a strong impact, but without
them there is no college in
the first place.
The student body helps
universities stand out among
others in academia, which is
why it can be motivational
to see people take actions to
show that they are not
stereotypical college stu- .
dents.
Ben Chalfin, a student at
Qµinnipiac University in

Hamden, Conn., won a seat
on his district's committee in
Metuchen, N.J. Although he's
20 years old, he's serving in
public off"rce.
Qµinnipiac University
may be an important university to its students, but it's
not likely that many people
outside the Connecticut area
have heard of the name.
Chalf"m winning his position
most likely gave the university some notoriety from his
being a student.
Student actions say a lot
about what a college's
atmosphere is like. Faculty,
loca~on and the learning
environment are all important factors. But as students
we all interact with one
another and contribute to
.the place we aim to spend
four to five years earning
our degree.
· An e:xam~le can be found

in qne of the most popular
rank listings of the country's
top party schools. Last year's
top school in this category ·
was UF, but now Pennsylvania State has taken over the
position.
Why does this matter?
It matters because students are the ·o nes doing the
partying. Partying is top
social interaction for students to mingle with one
another and f"md an outlet to
balance out their college life.
Although knowing which
schools house the party
crowd can be a fun stat to
learn, knowing what other
students are doing at the
university can show how ,
important they are in gaining recognition for their college. After all, we are the
ones who make a university
the community what it is to
begin with.

Croes on the
end~gered list
.

W

~·ve seen corporations crumble and
stocks plummet
beneath the weight of this
economic recession, and
now. the company responsible for the.once-trendy Croes
is drowning in debt as well. ·
Perhaps there is a shoe
industry bailout -i n our future.
George W. Bush was
known to sport the lightweight, antimicrobial foam
shoes every now and again.
And if that doesn't heighten their legitimacy, rocker
Steven Tyler wore thein too.
But it seems fair to say ·
that this company's downfall
doesn't stem from the recession. It is more a product of
the rise and fall of a trend
We all know someone or are that someone - who
has a pair of these hideous
shoes and hasn't worn them
for at least a year.
~ They are morePcommonly

.

.

DREW SHENEMAN /THESTAR-LEDGER

.Change provoked
·by student opinions
The summer of 2009
for something different
will likely be one to
even iftl'tey don't like it
remember. People who
when it arrives.
influenced our culture in
So what's my point to
music and media died
all this? Whether this
along with things closer
summer has been one of
to home such as prothe best, worst or neutral
grams at UCE
times for you, life still
As disappointing as
goes on. People will
many of these events
change and the things we
were, it's still important to
know will go away. It's up
TAMRA MARTIN
look ahead The summer
to us to choose what we
dpinions Editor
isn't over yet.
do afterward when the
I recently went home
change is over.
to Richmond, Va and was shocked at
As opinions editor I've learned
how much everything had changed
how important the student voice is
since the last time I was there. Of
and that it helps to show how ·
course, four years can charige almost
involved we are in our surroundings.
anything. But I realized that with or
Whether it's at UCF, in the commuwithout me the city was still moving
nity, or beyond state and borderlines,
ahead.
our voices are important. We have
We've all heard that co~ege is the
them to express how we feel about
time to discover ourselves, but some- the world around us, and this often
times you never really notice the
includes a change in somethmg.
change until you are confronted by
So as I leave I want to instill one
your own personal mirror. It took me thing. Speak out about change. It
visiting my hometown to realize how doesn't matter what others think
much rve changed while being a col- about the side you take or even if
lege student.
you decide to not take one at all.
This summer was a rough one for
What matters is that you care about
me, but I learned what my limits are
what you're saying enough to make it
and how to push through them. I got
known.
.
over it and moved on. ,
The program cuts show how
Anyone who even glimpsed at the important a voice is in college and
2008 presidential election can
life. Although four good programs
remember Barack Obama's slogan
were cut and one was suspended, it
during the campaign. The slogan
wasn't done without a fight from facstarted with "Change We Can
ulty, staff and students. They made
Believe In" and switched to "Change
their disappointment known and
We Need"
stuck with it.
rm guessing now that the ''Yes
This fall, express your opinions.
We Can'' saying meant that we could One way you can do this is to make
change. No one probably knew j~t
your view clear to others by expresshow much "change" was going to
ing yourself online for the Central ·
happen, but I'll leave that one alone
Florida Future. The newspaper
for now.
shows what affects students, so it's
rll admit that I didn't .think these
only right that students respond
were some of the best slogans to
It helps to know what students
campaign with, but people rememthink about issues. We hear enough
ber them well, so I guess they
from everyone else, so why not hear
worked
the college student voice? You never
Still, the idea that Obama used the know. You just might be the next
word "change" to get the country's
person to create a significant change
vote shows how society can yearn
in the future.

MAN ON ·THE STREET
T H E

WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS

What are you doing
for- summer break?

'

spotted at theme parks, but
that's only because they're
comfortable and don't get
soggy on water rides.
But even if the company
had designed shoes that were
a little more attractive, their
ultimate downfall is the
Croslite foam material the
shoes are made of. It's sad to
say, but the material is too
durable. The shoes last so
long, people buy one pair and
don't need another for several years. ·
According to the Washington Post, Croes made a
profit of $168.2 million in
2007, and then lost $185.1 million last year. Their stock
prices have gone down 76
percent.
They went from raising
more than $200 million
worth of public shares in
2006, "the biggest stock offering in shoe history," according to The Washington Post,

to being forced by massive
debt to cut 2 1000 j()bs in a
period of two years.
The company has been
forced to comply with an ultimatum: get out of the red by
September or pull th~ plug.
John Duerden, who for-·
merly ran a consulting firm
focused on brand renewal,
replaced Ron Snyder ~ chief
executive officer of the company in March. He plans to
get the company back on its
feet by 1llpl"keting Croes to
caterers, medical workers
and people with foot problems.
George Clooney has
reportedly agreed to work
with the company.
But in the end it's just like
Damon Vickers, manager of
an investment fund at N"me
Points Capital Partners in
Seattle, said, "[Croes are]
zombie-ish. They're dead and
they don't know it."
<,

~,
SEANTEE MCBEAN·

DENISE DOOLEY

CHELSEA HEATH

Accounting, Fresl\man

Business Admin, Freshman

Biomedical Science, Freshman

"I will be going home to go
college shopping in
Kissimmee, Florida."

"I will go home, visit my
friends andfamily,and move
back here at the end of the
summer."

"I'm going back to Miami, FL."

'\

HANNAH SEDIGH

KRISTY GRIESEMER

THOMAS GARCIA

Advertising/PR, Freshman

Nursing, Freshman

Computer Engineering, Junior

"I'm going home for two days
and then I'm going to Spain
for one week. I'm going to
Spain with my family as a
graduation gift."

"I'm going to go to Key West
with my best friend, her sister,
and her dad."

"I'm going to go to the
Domincan Republic for Hearts
of Fire to set up a hospital to
help people get medicine and
to teach'lkids."

.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phbne: 407--447-4555

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

By fax: 407--447-4556
In person: U825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

5 p.n1. Mon. for Wed,. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

150
175

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

200

100
125

22S
2SO

· 407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
'

•

•

J

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fux,
in person:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue

Rate

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
HelpWanted:Part-nme C
Help Wanted: Full-Time C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent Hornes
B
For Rent Apartments
B
Roommates
A

275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

A
B

· 325
350
375
400
500

For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: General
For Sale: Pets
Services
Announcements

600 Traver
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous .

$300 a clay potential. No Experience

Promote CouseSmat, en
eTextbook provider10 ciassraes

I have a 3'2 house In a qlile
neigti:>orhood, 1 bedroom

/>ga 18 + C)I( 800-965-6620 X 107.

& profesrors. 8m ~ &
boruses for hostirg carrµJS
events. Ole spot left! To~

available $575 all utilities
included, fuly fl.mlshed house
'(washer, dryer, pool table, 2 car
garage, big screen TV, cable,
lfll!;!met) Lake view backyard In
Waterford Lakes. Olher two
male roommales are UCF
seniors. 8 min to UCF. Available
Aug 1st. 12 month lease. Jeff

BARTENDERS WANTED.

Neoessay. Tranrg Provded

visit www.repnalim.~

125

L.uxu:y Concb at 1he Crest
Wa!Erford Lakes, geat lcx::alion 10
many sbes.test, 2n:l floor Lnt,

ADMINISTRATIVE POSITION:

Sanbd fim seeks colege stu:lent
for JBt-time a:trii listative
position. Typrg 'M1h Microsoft
Word recµed. AexiJle v.ak
schecUe. Fax rest.me10
407-323-5423 or email
g:rcdtx:k@laraq:)as.oom
.p,r Dogy ~ associate
posistions avail_
. Must Love Dogs.
VetA<emel Exp. a pus!
Localions i, Orlamo ard Sanbd

1138 ~ dose 10 UCF,
2br/2balh; gym, pool, 2 WI dosels,
wagier,ttyer, gatbage pick-t.p,

aarm, ard water a1 inclded.

$1,ax>

nb@ctlgjayaftemoon.net

4/J/.2 Home off WOO<b.v.y Rd,Wel.<.10 waterford, 4 miles from

UC,F, Lawn Gae ro, W/0, pe1S

ok 407-758-8918

CLOSE TO lJCF3'2J2 screen
porch, open kitchen, L.R,OR.f=M.
over 1700 sg ft. $1495 avail 811,
Call today! Doug 407-e20o201.

Included. 2 rhile from UCF.
Available Now. Call: 954Ql36298
lOWNHOUSE FOR RENT
approx.1 mllefrom UCFcanpus
2bcYiba w1oft, washerfmyer,

patio. Available Now
l-luYy, INIOll't lastlll $67Smo.
Call 954-648-6644

211 .5-TO'M1home. Walkirg
cislmce 1D UCF. ~ - $500
Secuity. All ui1s have .W/0, lice
&dean,1CXXlsf.
Cal Jim 407-692-3801

Located Near Campus
--407-679-1700

---

i1 Wa!Erford Lakes. Beautifu.
Great for stu:1ent er p ofessiol lal.
lnclu:les W/0, pool, gym cm
ja:'uzzi. $719hro.
Cal 904-864-0415

Avalon Lakes 312.5 t::Nirtane has
(2) rooms for rent 811.00. Gated
CXll'TlrTllnty~lfi & W/0.
$500 mo. in::. P r e f e r ~
UCF stu:lents. Cal (561 )700-7231.

UCFtNE ORLANDO
Colorial Pointe L.uxu:y Aps
1 & 2 Beciooms Free W/0, pool,
fitness~ patios.
2300 Eron Cr. 407-679-6061

~ wlake view. Aplliances

•

mo:Cal: 407-694-0651

Private 1/1 Avail NoN
312Avaiiable Sept 09. Comer d
Deen ~ cm Lake Un:latil.
$1,125fronlh. P1ease call Dbnis
@ 407-221-3728.

**"www.dog:layafterroo.net""*
emal rest.me 10

UCF AREA- ~ t > Classes.
1 br. 1 blh. 600 l:q. ft. $395tno.,
rerovaled, $525,tro. 1 MO. FREE
RENT. (407) 339-2933

Smal ~ v.mh kildlen cm
privale entra,oe i, my hlme. Al
utiities indu'.led. Cable & wieless
inlBmet. $:i(X)kno. Siaje female
µ-ef. Cal Gao1yn at 407-468-0053.

Oiy 1 Roorrmale needed
fu1ishecl
in 312 house,
CMedo, 2 mies from UCF, $490 a
rronth indu:les all utiities. MUST
BE CLEAN, no pe1S. Deposit
$150. Brya,. oeU 407--929-0098 or
bra1ks99@yahoo.com

room

Room b- rent i13121owrmuse,
1.5 mies from UCF. Female
ony. E ~ inck.rled for
$475. Cal 407-701~1.
Room for rent i1 h::me 2 mies
· from UCF. Rent $490 al Ldties
m.ded Cal 850-206-9041 or 850994-9233
Rooms for rent i, 212, ~ & 414
bectoom h:Jmes. $475 & L.p. Yan::I

cm Uli. lrd. 2 mies 10 UCF.
lrrlvdlal leases. l'v1onth t> month
aval. www.ForRentNea1.JCFoom
Room tir rent i1312 h::me in
Ashi1g1Dn Pa1<. l'1Jew cm deal.
5 mins from UCF. Otiet
OOITTlllJity. cMJid 1raflK:. 1-i;jlspeed mmet, wieless, ard
p-emiUTI cable. $495dro util
ro. ca, 407-oo3-3002

FURNISHED ROOfv1 i, Wa!Erford
Lakes h::me. Al uti ird.• $450
Clean ard neat. call 407-538-3394 ·
or email d:Jfw@psuall.rn.oom

$560 RM 4 RB'IT 10Tlins 2 ucf. ·
ru CXJntrcd$1 oo depos,llbl rou.ye&:aged rinals.fmale.p..ravr:laOS@tdrnail.CXllTl.$1-

2fJ7-0T16

BLOWOlJf SALE

1n gated CXll'Tl'1Uity 'M1h poo1 cm
C3lal1a. Short dstaroe 10 UCF.
QJeen's master bectoom.
$475.tno. Ht.ge baltvoom, ga-den
11..t>, sepa-ate shcMler, wal<-fl
ooset, cbl.i:Jle silks.
Pmoess room. Wak-t1 ooset,
privale baltroom. $395tno.
~ - Femalesoliy. No PE*>Cal 407-340-9887 ,

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED.·

o7 CHEVB.lE SS 396 $4700li.Je
exttt;6 Cy1. ertjne;a.,brnatb

'transmision;110 000 miles.For
detais conta:;t me at
1ifneoMnan@gnail.oom or (443)
787-0254.
/>J:ua hlEga 95 $500! 1-t:roa
'CMc 97 $4001 TO)A'.Jla Q;my 98
$850! FadTauus00$900! Poi::e
. IIJll(ll.fiis! For 1isti1gs call (Em}366-9813 ext 9275.

SMALL DOGSAU.OWED. $475

+ -W OF lJR.JT1ES. 407 929
.

8016

female UCF stu:lert needed 10
sta-e 1he 2/2.5 gated ll:M'rh:luse.

$560 mo pus $lro sea.rity.
n:1wes cable cm nemet 11.2
eleclric. Serbus stu:lents ~
Oliy. rot rea:ly for any games.

2 roommates needed
i1312.5. New gated 1Dwmome.
Walk 10 UCF. Pool. $525 + shire
utii, Must be elem & sigl 12 mo.
lease 'M1h 1 mo. dep.

• SAVE MONEY on All Pool Supplies
.& Aecessories. Ships Fast
r

call
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P.uzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3'<3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with n·o
repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

3

7

Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

··-·····-···

6

Sol~tion, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 [Snore]
6 Blow hard

~~~rm~~

Stewart
15 River to the
Mediterranean
16 Guitarist's effect
17 Hear again
18 Speed Wagons,
e.g.
19 Stress, it's said
20 Photographer of
a letter?
22 Flea market
figure
24 Tops with cups
25 Ready to
collapse
26 Letter's rest
·
period?
29 Old Mughal
E~ire capital

~~ ~1oJswJ;~t9~
33 At the ready
37 Rash preventer
39 Like some
checking

41 ~~(~~~r)
4a Word before
radio or wave
44 "I dunno"
46 Mark, as a ballot
~~~~d;,!~at
operation to trap
a letter?
51 Crow relatives
54 Like Burbank
fh~rtHall, tor
55 Respectful
gesture
56 One who can't
hold a letter?
60 "Bess, Y~u Is My
Woman, e.g.
61 Muskogee's st.
63 Heavy herbivore
64 Suspense
novelist Hoag .
65 Meddling
66 Country singer
Tucker
67 Witnessed
68 Muchas horas
69 Rile (up)

DOWN

1 Dwell (on)
2 Cheers at some
World Cup
games

I

By Fred Jackson Ill

3 "f-;!ell _

no fury

7/30/09

S 3 i N 3 3 H O S
3 S H 3
I O N O I B i i V W
N I 3 H
4 sirip
i 3 I O O I n O I ,
0 0 i I
5 Like some
elections
V h i- S 3 I H 3 3 i
3 3
6 Toast opening
d s V H 9• s , 3• A H 3 W 3
7 Slangy prefix
3 N I ,,, i N 0 ; j - B O H
meaning "super''
s 3 , 9 n e • ,.!! ..:!. . 3 3 9 V
8 One way to
3 9V
V I s s n H d
J_~
9 tfga~iscovery
• i N I
3 n 0 3 S
H V 3
1O Letter out tor a
n V a- .l 0 N 0 I V H ,t
stroll?
.l H 0 )I s• 10 1o1• A 0 N N V
11 Apollo 11
module
H3 1 Nlvu-v .sv-ooe
12 Twitter message
Q301
ZVHilMVZJ,
13 Linger
d H V M
3 0 N V H 3 B n X 3
~~ ~~l:i"r~l~:I?
S ,t H V
H O n O I , .l 7 V W
Pedo
i

,-

---

25

~ ii

•-

,

---

meter
button
26 Sounds of
, rebuke
27 Eliciting a "So
what?"
28 Possible result of
a job change, for
short
29 ~rend the needs

35 Opposin'
36 Remorseful
feeling
38 Official in charge
of a letter?
40 Cookout remnant
43 ~a:;;;~ ~st:·

51 Future docs'
exams
52 Surrounding
glows
53 Mr. Clean target
54 Times to attack
56 ~1:sablanca"

32 'We Got the
Beat" band, with
''The"
34 Part of a pickup
line?

45 ANccoot
w':'ltP_annriestasc?h
48
h1
of
50 S ignature wear
tor Astaire

57 Cabinet wood
58 "Orinoco Flow"
singer
59 ltinerate
62 Colorful carp

Last issue solved

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

350
Queen size mattress for
sale!! Used one year.
Includes mattress, box
sprirg ard frame,

$299.00
Call Bryan 561-6444478
bglynn1029@yahoo.oorn '-

ATTEND COUEGE ONLJNE from
Home. *Mecical, "'a.Jsi1ess,
*Paalegal, *CorrµJteis, *Cmi1al .
JustK:e. . k b ~
a.ssi51a .::e. CorrpJter avai,aije_
FnancialAi:I if Q.J8lified.
~ (866)858-2121
www.Cent!.raOnine.oom.

Cal 407-467-4873 •
FURN,W/0, CABLE, PVT BATH.IN 2/2. UCF10 MIN $350,MQ.
$100 SEC,+11.alti

••

,,

7

7
5

1

$}9
$13

1,

................ - · .....,.,_ ..

!~

maslEls, a l ~ rou:led. 11.2

rri. from UCF, W/0. Avail Ncm.
$800tro. qil 407-31~

4

8

$13
$9

1

4

5 6
3 2

610420-4514

Towmouse For Rent2 !li2.5 Ba both

www.workforstudents.com

B
B

8

Rate C

$9
$6

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

B

9

Part-Time

Rate B

·First issue:
Each addl issue:

B

· 900 Wanted

RT.I HELP WANTED:
~

B
A
A
B
A

.

Rate A

STEVE 407-267-4982

,,

•

call in:
407-447-4555

Walk in:
11825 High Tech Ave.

Suite #100
Orlando, FL 32817

t

July 30, 2009 • (euttaf 3Cloriba Stutut'e
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TOWNHOME STYLE-UNITS - BILLIARD ROOM -TANNING BED - RECYCLING PROGRAM
DESIGNER INTERIORS - 24 HR.FITNESS CENTER - HARDWOOO FLOORS - Wii GAMEROOM
TWO POOLS - PLANNED SOCIAL EVENTS - CYBER CAFE

AMPUS .·
ROSSINGS

l 2024 ROYAL WULFF LANE, ORLANDO, FL 3281 7
WWW.CAMPUSAPTS.COM/ ALAFAYA

a \. ::-impus apartmen. , community

SERTEMBER)RENT

t,I

•
•
•
•

•
'

>c:::irl'AMPUS
~ROSSINGS
=------..:::

,

a campus apartments community

I

"

OTEX

WW· ' -AMPUSAP,T .-,_,M/COLLEGESTATIO

trMIIMDCIIIIIOUJD-""'1

I (

J 71

-9412 '

4 BED 4 BATH UNITS - WALK IN CLOSETS - TANNING BED - BILLIARD ROOM - CYBER CAFE
XBOX A.N D Wii GAMEROOM - FREE DVD RENTALS - PRIVATE BATHROOMS
STATE OF THE ART FITNESS CENTER - RESORT STYLE POOL
12 l 00 RENAtSSANCE er, ORLANDO, FL 32826
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•
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